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.rEvticms 4 RETICENCE PROGRAM

by Y .ent A. Sokoloff*

r,f"

< rot rt-ge' w4 *VT Cor ay*ft
* 41.111*

Imthe.preceding paper, Dr.Phillips outlined the theoretical

sues connected with defining and diagnosing reticence. In this article

I will discuss how to establish a setting for the treatment of reticence

and the most effective reans of helping reticent brans - in that setting.

BaSically, thiS' paper is a report of what we have learned after 11 -

years of operation of a formal program designed to help problem communi-

catort at The PennsyJvania State University. The following- issues will-be

dealt with philOsophy of treatment, treatment method, screening and se-

lecting cTients, staff training, and problems associated with establishing

. a clinical unit in an academic setting.

Philosophy of Treatment

Our philosophy of treatment is eclectic. We will try anything

within, legal and moral boundaries to_help our clients. No treatment pos-
.

sibility is ruled out. Any Method that seems warranted to the needs of

the client can be tried so long as it is based on,the communication

fr

process, and so long as there is reason to believe it will do no harm.

A competent reticence instructor is not permitted to make judgments

on a medical, psychological or speech pathological bases unless he is

_ legally certified-to do so. -Treatment must focus on speech processes.

This last point is quite important. Since the diagnoqis of reticence is

a negotiation between the-prospective client and an expert, we avoid

locating problem§ for which we can offer neither treatmene nor referral:

P .

- Kent A. Sokoloff is a Ph.D. Candidate in Speech Communication a.
The Pennsylvania State University. .
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In the area-of reticence,.the act of _discovery is, in part, the act of 1

1Y,

creating disorder. Therefore, the-diagnostician always runs the risk of
0

creating more.problems than are practically solvable; the result is that:
%

.the client might leave in worse condition than wizen -he cane for treat-

.ment.

Thus, the final concern of treatment is that undef no circumstances

is it ethical for a person to leave treatment in worse condition Ifial
..

when he arrived if that decrease in capabilities is- traceable to the my. .

offered: A.therapeutio, approach.which benefits many at the cost of a few- ..

is not an appropriate therapy. This is not to say that the approach one

takes.will benefit all (that is unlikely). It is to say that any therapeu-

tic approach should help as many as possible and injure none. This im-

plies individually designed treatment.

0

A Treatment Method For The Reticent*

Before describing our approach toward treatment, let me. take the

unorthodox-step-to argue first that the treatment works. A recent 5 year

long lofigtitudinal study by Oerkvitz showed an 85% effectiveness rate
.1.

through the use of this treatmenemethod. :A horizontal c ase study in-.

. 4
vestigation by Metzger also,degpnstrated the success of this.treatment

2

program. Finally, this approach to helping reticent humans is the re-

sult 11 years working with problem communicators. During this time ®

. . I
, -_

the Penn State program has tried other treatment approaches (which are, ,,
3 , . .

currently popular) like Systematiedesensitization and sensitivity-
. 4 ,o .

training which proyed neither effective nor safe.;

Our aPproad,to-ireatment can generally be described-as an, exceed-

inglyOntense and careful job of teaching rhetorical subprocesses'. If
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a person cones '10 us with a problen hi speech, we get hir to under-
.

stand the sub-processes of -corrinicatioll and how to trarsfcrri that theore-

tical kft-KleAn. ihtoapp.,-,--%riat.e personal behaviors eistcred to achieve

a persuasive end. Ftirtherr:ore, he -ust have suff icient control over his

. acts so that he can critique and codify his own corr'unicative behaviors.

The substantive content areas of concern are:

-
. Lear ning t specify goals. which speech can attain.

2. Learning to analyze audiences to which speech is to-be .directed
in order to select content of what shall be said. ,

' 3. Learning to find ideas and arrange them for Speech.

.
4. -Learning to deliver ideas to particular audiences_

5. Learning to.conitor the responses of audiences in order to
assess and establish a base for continued improvement.

. . This,learning tikes place within the relatively corm.) pedgical
5

process of goal setting. Goal setting in reticence instruction is the

.
process of specifying as concretely as possible what a successful com-

municative interaction would be in a specific situation. Once 'the s tu-

dent understands What a successful speed act wodild be for him and why,

-
the remainder of instruction is devoted to giving the student knowledge

>

and skills that enable him to complete the goal. A 'segment from a

. N client's goal analysis might clarify this discussion..
-

.

1 - ' .:-- -
Goal: To beoati effective coureunicator in a group setting.

. .
Situation: A "cocktail buffet" given in honor of a new professor

and his wife fin order to introduce them to_other
members of the academic community and their wives.

--a

I would consider the goal to be achieved

, .

1. I spend at least one hour at the p arty.
. -

2. In addition fo the new faculty_ and hi.S.wife, I introduce
Myself to at least 3 new people and: -

ea.



They introduce themselves to re:

and, B. I talk to each of them for at least 3, but no longer than
10 minutes, .

and, C. I find thaff have at least one corn interest (other than
anythIngl'acadwically related) with at least one of these.,
people.

as

and, D. If this person is standing,-I Keep a distance of at least
21 but no-nore than 3 feet, and we establish eye contact ...
at least 3'tirresiminute. - .. = ,

br,.E.. If -this person lis-seated; I am sea ; preferably, either
difectly of diagonally across from Td we establish
eye contact at least 4 times/minute. .

. -

ind, F. One of these people Is .arnaleT,

-
4

. . .
3. 1 knowroben to excuse myself, a9d move on, e.g.. 4; 3 'i

-2
- -.

A. Ism-talking to a person I have just met and someone comes
overNhorn-they know, but I danst, ands

. . . r

I. one .minute has pasSed, and they haven't introduced
`.me t9 this new stranger.

4n.

or, 2. They, introduce rne,-shut the;i the-two of there
-- turn toward each other, avoiding eye contact with me-

and, -- make no attempt to include me in the conversation, i.e.,
r

a. They talk about something that is known only by a
select few; namely; themselveg.

--. -... .
or, b. They talk "about personal issuesr

or, c. They talk about something that I can relate to but
they either ask me no questions about my views, or

. else they offer no response (either word or gestures)
to any. comment I -make.

or, B. I start talking to a person I've just met, and:

They answer my first -three questions with 1 word

answers, and make no attempt to pick up from there.

or, 2. They create interruptions, i.e..,
-- they keep looking around the room and waving to 4

any, and, every person `that looks 'their way

-- they begin to stop people 4s they walk past us in

order to make some kind of comment.

or, 3. They start talking about something Completely.

5
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4 lb

inappropri4te,e-:g., L.ir prasent "eta od of birth
control.

o N
ft r

or, 4. They stand less than .2 ft. Lway from -e and they start .

caking physical contact, i:e., grabbirs-vwhard cr
patting.ry back, rote often than two tires in the first
two minutes of conversation.

4. I talk to ry husbardcaxclustlely, no,long4i. than: l0 rIbutes
in total.

I talk to o3.her people that I Already knew fairly hell before
the party no, longer than 20 minutes in total.

.

The points to retbgnize about this particular example are:
. , . 4,

. .

1, The goal analysis'{which directs all instruction) focuses on ,.

. ,
. the cbmmunication process not on what the studedt feels about

the speech act. 1 .

. ..
,

2. There is an emphasis on substance, judgment and analysis of'in-

, teraction'rather than on the personal appearance or movements

A of -the Student. In this,wav, the client learns that if he has
litt)e of value to present or cannot' present a viewpoint co.-
herently, it will mt)ratter what the client looks like. For

Many stadepts the" allegedly disruptive phys5cal behaviors (i.e.;
vocal pauses,-shaking). disappear with experience in and under-
standing of communication. 00.6'5 realize that, some of these

behaviors and feelings in communicative situations are the norm
or simply do not interfere with the interaction.

3. The goal is realistiC.' It describes a situation which,givet
"1 the individual difficulty.

;.)

4. Thegoal can be completed successfully by that individual given
the communicative competencies with which the student enters
and the amount of help the reticence instructor can provide in"
a-prescribed amount of time. It is preferable to complete a
series of smaller goals' that wove toward a complex goal than
to set a single massive Moting in small steps permits
periodic assessment of progrest for alteration of instruction
and prevents any client from suffering a catastrophic defeat.

Students are:fraingd to phrase their goals to this level of sPeci-
,

ficity. tTreat&ht through cqptinual procedure of goal setting and inj-

struction continues until the client no longer desires help or until the

cliint reaches'a state of competency where regular speech instruction

4

is preferable to, clinical work. --

414
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The final issue to be discussed is he reticence treament differs

from standard instruction."-First,
the therapist cannot use a syllabus

which is extrinsic to the therapi$t-client relationship. The instruc-.

. -

tor mist negotiate with "the student a particular "syllabus" for his

treatment. An instructor can no rore dictate the nature of treatrent than

he can dictate the dia gnosis 6f _the problem, nor can he rake any assn p-

tions about the skill and knowledge level of his client. If the instruc-

tor could make a priori generalizations about such mitters, then, it would

be pnlikely eat the client was disordered. That is, the nature of the

problem as ar individual negotiation rather than a disease with aiom-.

mon etiology, precludes generalized skill lepels". The therapist must

start with each client on the level atwhich the client is functioning.

Although the:substantive content is similar to any speech .course,

there are concerns the reticence instructor has that are not the province

of a regular speech instructor. 'Diagnosis of a disorder is a problem
.

unique to the reticence instructor, quite difficult tc sort out

. communication problems _from
other-probleth a,clienl-migpt have. (There

.

is almost always a problem trying to convince a client.that success in

speech has nothing to do with magic or the "vibes.") Many reticents do --

not recognize that,successiat oral communication is a matter of learning

skills rather than a "natural" or "spontaneously" developed-behdvior.

4r
Locating and Screedin4 Reticence

I I-

Now is the time tostate categorically that locating, screening, ora

treating reticence should be a voluntary procedure. It is voluntary be-
.

. -

-

cause the diagnosis of a speech disorder requires a willing participant.
Al

Without voluntary commitment the therapist risks manufacturing a
.

.
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.1 I

nonile§otiated 4-ifficulty (Le:, creating a problem which potentially

was not there originally). These are.voluntary procedures-because no

'treatment will benefit a client without his participation. Finally,

Tt .

these orocedures are voluntary because there is no roral justification
s-

for forced diagnosis and treatment of a speech disonder and great moral

,r justification for helping those with a problth who ask for aid:

Once voluntary procedures have been established, there is little

diffiEulty finding reticent people: ,The aspects of our clinical apera-

.

tions designed for the community are advertised through "announcement"
J

'sections of various media. The major portion of our glinical offering
e

works in conjunct;on with-our basic speech performance course at the

University. The first day of class all students are given a sheet which

asks if the follbwing statements are descriptive Of them:
-e

1. You may have difficulty asking questions in class and
participating.in class discussions. You may be re-
luctant-to strike up acquaintances with classmates.

-You may shy away from speaking to professors after -7-
clas'S andt.airoid office conferences.

3-, You may feel apprehensive at employmee interviews and
uncertain about how to communicate on the job with your
'boss and fellow employees.

. 1/4 -

4. You may be uneasy about committee work and feel that you
don'tecontribute-your fair share in group problem solving
discussions.

5. You may have difficulty meetinb strangers and opening,' n
161,t.new friendships. Ih social situations., you may fine
yourselfa non - participant, on the fringe of the group..

6. You may be unusually troubled, feel physic'ally ill,
A'shake, or sweat when you have to present formal reports
in public situations. .

.

If they identify themselves in these statements anoi want pelp, the

students atle asked to come, to our offices for interviews with qualified
0

staff memberS% In this Interview.we try-to distinguish among those who

8 °
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could benefit rost from special irstriction,(reticence treatnint), those-

who have concerns ba can benefit from regular instrtsction,-and those

fakers who'Ilooking'for what they mistakenly belieye is an easy way -'

out of a required course.. Ve.6t.reen approxiTately.one-third of those we

interview into reticence Sections. Operating this way; we treat over 200

people a-year. Once-accepted into the_suecial program, stu4ents are C-e-
.

interviewed observed for refinement of problim areas. All, screening

is done thfohgh interview and 1pbservation. We do not use paper-and pen,
-%

cil measurement techniques because none exist which <11 deal with the

-

problem of reticence and because tt is theoretically ambiauous how such

measurement devices could be of any use in screening or refined diagnosis.

Selecting and Screening-Staff . -

Ak AltAugh the Oerkvitz study showed an 85!; success rate independent

of instructor, that is not to say that goal setting will work OHhout a

,' competent Sfaff. It'does 'suggest that-if-a Wogram hgs a coMpeterirtstgff

proper diagnosis and placement, and a proper institutional environment

then the idiosyncratic style of the instructor will asignificantly

' affect the success of the goal setting procedure.

Only one-third of_ihe people.who desire to work in our program are
*

judged competent to be given cliniaal responsibility. Of that one-third

'45"

'only' one -half are given consistent clinical responsibility. The reaso ns

why people are not permitted to work in the clinical program are an im-

portant insight into selection of personnel. We reject potential staff
(

G members because:-

.;
1; By ,working with the reticeht they believe they can-both

hide and overcome their own difficulties. This is not
an uncommon problem to the "helping professions." This
type of individual when placed in a posit-ion-of--authol
rity will often brutalize their clients and/or exhibit,

9

4
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characteristic 142, beige.

They,betome too emotionally involved with_theie clients.
It is easy tobecome so- concerned and identified with the
personal tragedies.in -a client's lifethat.the clinician

:becomes overly protective of-the client's prsyche. At
this point the clinician usually loses the ability to
give the necessarily honest 'aSse§sment.ana critique of a'.

a
C

.
Ay

client's speech. -

3. They cannot take the pressure of intensive personal
contact of at.least one hour per week pegclient. It

? takes this minimum time to make clinical pi-ogress.

4. They lack basic iniellectual and teaching competencies.

5. They are unable to learn the special skii'ls.needed Tor
reticence instruction.

-

6. After -amore detailed understanding of the .program, they
realize that reticenitwort( something they are not
profoundly iriteresteFindoing.

.

What we are ,looking for in staff are:- 0 ,,

1...Highly -competeht rhetoricaDy,..rather.than cybernet-
ically, based, speech teachefs. The greater the knowledge,
skills andadaptability of the individual, the'better..
The.more skill improvement options one can present to a

the=better.

People w ho. see dlinical work as a challenge, to their
skills and uho believe that clinical work is worth- doing.
This attitude saves the-client from dealing, with t ose who
would be harmfditor useless to him.

3. People who can ieat'n and b§e.the special skills neces-
sary to competent clinical performance.

,

,

Presuming the prospective staff mem- ber has met all the general re-
.

. .

quirements, there are two necessary areas of training. The individual

1-4

should intern (under, constant supervision) in as many.of the components ,

.of the reticence pi-ogram as pdssible. Thiswill permit a judgMent of the

prospective staff's ability to wt.': in the clinical setting. Second, po-
. , .

tential staff should have working knowledge and clinical experience In

speech pathologi cal ind_psychoneurotic disorders. This knowledge and

. experience is quite usef ul in diagnosis- and treatment of reticence.

0

0
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4 .

It helps the staff Mbnitier sort out types ordiffitulties, thpZdiAdual. ""4"

has, recognize potential-referrals.which will be beneficiaT to the.ciient,
t

a nd pemits planning of treatment so that it does not exacerbate other

,

problemS a client might haver-
: -% t- -, o. .

-

Establishing a-Reticence Programpin
.

the Institutional
.

Setting
_..5

Althougil economics seems to diotaLe most institutional decisio ns,
.

refer this encouragement: if there is on-going-tpeech training (ndt

speech pathology) operating,at your institution tier; you can c itiwptely

Integrate a-reticence-option'tnto any basic-speech perforrhan cepfferi,ng:. 44.
This would create credit hour geneation (q a like equivalent) without'

'altering the teaching load or financial status of the speech deOrtment.

b

program:

However, suspeCt ihot"mady Will have to work with reticent people

as a labor pf love until he can provide intra-institutional, evidence i:e.,

documentatfon of nu mbers and changes in people worked with) teadminit-

trators.e

In any event, let me ifiak6 three suggesti ans.about establishing a

1.- If you do not; feel if you cannot find Com-
petent staff, or cannot find, sufficient competent staff
that has the time -,.to see clientssto competion-of
treatment (i.e4'whOp the 'individual no longer has.a
prOblem), therPdo neit.start the program. One has a-
clinical repiabsjbility not to leave.clients,stranded;

/;

2. Ifoyou establish at/program remember your primary ob-
ligations to the client. They are-humans with problem,
not sideshOw freaks or subjects for the- resgareh_hack:
Some of 'the clienfs are exceedingly fragile. -They

will te destroyed by,some of the traditional "college
- .sophomore" manipulatins. Avoid Using the class as
a. research lab. 3

3. If you establish a prog'rami. tryjto make contact with
other cltpiCal service units tire. , speech pathology'
and-psychiatry). It is ,helpful to have trusted. Slier

cialists for both referral and advice.

- a

."
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